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”Data
Networks“

On Resource Sharing
in a Distributed
Communication
Leonard Kleinrock

The efficiency of resource sharing provides the costeffectiv’eness of packet switching in many of our computercommunications systems.
A revolution is in the making! We are witnessing a
growth ratein technological change which i s overwhelming. Thanks to enormous advancesin data communications and in integrated chip technology, we are in the
midst of a computer communication explosion
which has
already made significant changes in the field of data processing. The early phase of the revolution has passedwe have developed cost-effective data communication
systems. Indeed in the last five years we have witnessed
the rise of computer networks whose function it is to
span intercontinental distances and provide communication among computers across nations and across the
world. There now exists a large number of national networks which are in the process of interconnecting to
each other in such a world network.
These networks have hastened the next phaseof the
revolution,namely,
thewidespreadacceptanceand
application of teleprocessing and networking
by the business sector of our economy. As this second phase proceeds, we will see a stress placed onourcomputer
networks in two areas. First, in the need for long-haul,
wide-bandinexpensivecommunications
deep in the
backbone of our networks; one answerthis
toneed is the
introduction of sophisticated packet satellite radio data
communicationsystems.
Theotherenvironment
in
which we will see stress is at the periphery of our networks wherelocal accessis the major problem.The early
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generation computer networks
did not properly solvethe
local interconnection problem, namely, how to efficiently
provide access from the user at theterminal to the network itself. A potential solutionto this problemi s the use
of ground radio packet communications. In this article
we describe some of the recent technological advances
which have provided solutions to these two problems.
Indeed the systems issues involved for both radio communicationsproblems are very similar, although the
technological implementations are quite different as we
shall see. To begin with, we discuss the general
principles
of resource sharing which provide the key to the costeffectiveness of radio packet switching.

RESOURCE SHARING
A privately owned automobile is usually a waste of
money! Perhaps 90 percent of the time it is idly parked
and not in use. However, its “convenience”is so seductive that few can resist the temptation
to own one. When
the price of such a poorly utilized device is astronomically
high, we do refuse the temptation (howmany of us own
private jet aircraft?).On the other hand,
when the costis
Cost-effective computer networks have hastened
the widespread acceptance and application of
teleprocessing and networking by the business
sector of our economy.
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extremely low, we are obliged to own such resources(we
a l l own idle pencils).
An information processing system consists of many
poorly utilized resources. (A resource is simply a device
which can perform work forus ata finite rate.) For example, in an information processing system, there is the
CPU, the main memory, the disk, the data communication channels, the terminals, the printer, etc. One of the
major system advancesof the early 1960’s was thedevelopment of multiaccess time-sharing systems inwhich
computer system resources were made available to a
large population of users, each of whom had relatively
small demands (i.e., the ratio of their peak demands to
their average demands was very high) but who collectively presented a total demand profile which was relatively smooth andof medium to high utilization. This was
an example of the advantages to ‘be
gained through the
smoothing effect of a large population (i.e.,.the “law of
large numbers”) [l]. The need for resource sharing is
present in many many systems (e.g., the shared use of
public jet aircraft among a large population of users).
In computer communication systems [2] we have a
great need for sharing expensive resources among
a collection of high peak-to-average (i.e., “bursty”) users. In
Fig. 1, we display the structureof a computer networkin
which we can identify three kinds of resources:
1) the terminals directly available to the user and the
communications resources required to connect those
terminals to their HOST computers o.r directly into the
network (via TIPS in the ARPANET, for example)-this
is an expensive portion of the system andit is generally
difficultto employ extensive resource sharing heretodue
the relative sparseness of the data sources;
2) the HOST machines themselves which provide the

information processing services-here multiaccess timesharing provides the mechanism for efficient resource
sharihg;
3) the .communicationssubnetwork,consisting
of
communicationtrunksandsoftwareswitches,whose
function it is to provide the data communication service
for the exchange of data and control among the other
devices;
The HOST machines in 2) above contain hardware
and software resources (in the form of application programs and data files) whose sharing comes under the
topic of time-sharing; wedwell no further onthese
resources. Rather,we shall focus attention on those portions of the computer communications /system where
packet communications has had an important impact.
Perhaps the most visible component is that of the communications subnetwork listed in item 3) above. Here
packet communicationsfirst demonstrated its enormous
efficiencies in the form of the ARPANETin the early
1970’s (the decadeof computer networks) [2]. The communication resources to be sharedin this case are stor’
&e capacity at the nodal switches (the IMP’S in the
ARPANET), processing capacity in the nodal switches,
and communications capacityof the trunks connecting
these switches. Packetswitching in this environmenthas
proven to bea major technologicalbreakthrough in providing cost-effective data communications among information processing systems.
As stated.earlier, deep in the backboneof such packetswitched ,networks there i s a need for long-haul, highcapacityinexpensivecommunications,and
it i s here
where.we see the secondapplication of packet communications for resourcesharing in the form of satellite
packet switching. The third application may be found in
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Fig. 1. The structure of a computer communication network.
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approach a loadof m Erlangs, then due to
statistical f l u e
tuations in customer behavior, we know that manycalls
ment of Defense.
will be blocked and this is a situation we wish to avoid.
ARPANET - The ARPA computer network which interconThe game, therefore, is to design enough trunks into a
nects university-computinglocations andotherresearch
system to satisfy a given load so that the probability of
establishments.
Packet - A group of binary digits including data andcall.conblocking is small enough to satisfy the users’ needsin an
trol signals which is switched as a composite whole. The data,
economical fashion.The analysis for this classic problem
call control signals, and possibly error control information
was solved70 years ago by
A. K. Erlang [l]and that soluare arranged in a specified format. (CCITT definition).
tion
has
the
amazing
characteristic
shown
in Table I.
Packet Switching - The transmission of data by means of
Here
we
see
the
way
which
the
percentage
of
blocked
addressed packets whereby a transmission channel
is occupied for the duration of transmission of the packet only,
calls varies with the number of trunks (m) and the load
The channel i s then available for use by packets being trans.
level. Now for the resource sharing. Suppose we had a
ferred between different data terminal equipment. (CCITT
population presenting a load of 2/3 Erlangs to a single
definition).
trunk;
we then see that the percentageof blocked calls is
IMP - Interface Message Processor. A device at each node
an atrocious 40 percent. Obviously, if we had four such
of the ARPANET which performs message switching and
populations, each accessing their own
single trunk, then
interconnectstheresearchcomputercentersor“hosts”
with the high bandwidth leased lines.
each groupwould experience the same
40 percent blockTIP - Terminal IMP. An IMP with multiplexing and demulwould simply pooltheir
ing. However, if these four groups
tiplexing equipment that collects characters from terminals,
trunks yieldinga total population load
of 8/3 Erlangs sharpackages them in the form suitable for processing by the
of
4
trunks,
then
we
see
that
the percentage
ing
the
set
IMP, and sorts out characters destinedfor particular termiblocked has now drastically reduced to 17 percent. By
nals.
Contention - The condition where two or more users may
pooling 16 timesthe load (32/3,Erlangs) onto 16 trunks,
want access to a single resource with the possibility that their
the percentage blocked drops to3 percent and if we go
demands could come at the same time.
further down the table 64
totimes theoriginal load (128/3
Erlangs) sharing a pool of 64 trunks, we reduce the percentage blocked to a mere 0.05 percent. This represents
a gain of almost three orders of magnitude! Thus, in
the local access problem stated in item 1) above which
effect, by thecreation of a largerpopulationsharing
also lendsitself to the useof packet switching to provide
efficient communications resource sharing; this takes thepooled resources,we have gained enormouslyin system
form of the use of a multiaccess broadcast channel in a
performance.
local environment, commonly known as ground radio
packet switching. The common element running through
By the creation of a larger population sharing
all these systems is the application of the smoothing
pooled resources, we have gained enormously in
effect of a large population to provide efficient resource
system performance.
sharing, an exquisite example of which is provided by
packet communications.
Let us consider two important examplesof the effecOur second caseinvolves a data communication systiveness of resource sharing. Both
cases involve the shartem inwhich random bl.ocks of data (i.e., messages)
ing of communication lines. In the first case we consider a
arrive (at a rate of A msg/s). Letus assume thatwe have
voice communicationsystem in whichwe provide m
available a single data communication.channel of C
trunks to servea population of.users attempting to place bits/s to satisfy these.demands.Whenan
arriving
telephone calls. We assume that a user call is blocked
demand finds the channel busy transmitting some other
(andhencelost)
if all trunksareoccupiedwhenhe
message, this arriving demand will queue up andwait its
attempts toplace his call. The common measure
of load
turn for service (rather than being blocked, and therefore
on such a system is expressed in Erlangs (one Erlang
lost, as in the first case). As before, we can describethe
represents the full-time use of a single trunk). Clearly,
load on the systemin terms of a number p which is the
we cannot handle more than m Erlangs, but if we even
fraction of time the channel is transmitting data (in this
case of a single channel, p is exactly equal to theload in
Erlangs); as p approachesone,theaverage
delay
TABLE I
,
increases
without
bound.
We
wish
to
provide
a
large
Resource Sharing of Telephone Trunks
enough.channel capacityto keep the
delay within acceptable bounds. For this case (where a given population
Number
Load
of
Percentage
presents a loadp to a channel of capacity C) let us,denote
Blocked
(Erlangs)
Trunks (m)
the resulting average delayby T(A,C). If we had two populations each presentinga load p to their own channelof
1
40%
213
17%
4
8/3
capacity C, then clearly each groupwould suffer an aver3%
16
32/3
age delay of T(A,C). On theother hand, let us consider
0.05%
64
128/3
merging these two -data streams, therebyresulting in a
ARPA

- Advanced Research Projects Agency of the
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total rate of 2h msg/s (with each message having the
same average length as before) and merging the two
capacities into a single channel
of capacity 2C; the resultant delay may be denoted by T(2h,2C). The loadp
in this
merged case wouldbe the same as it was before the
merging. However,the startling factis that average delay
in the merged case (the caseof resource sharing) is harf
that of the-formersituation. That is,

(the time it takes electromagnetic energy moving at the
speed of light to pass between two separated terminals)
to the transmission time of a packet. For example, consider 1000 bitpackets transmittingover a channel operating at a speed of100 kbits/s. The transmissiontime of a
packet is then 10 ms. If the maximum distance between
the source and destination is 10 mi then the (speed of
light) packet propagation delayis on the order of 54 ps.
(This is a typical example for a ground radio packetT(2X,2C) = ‘/2 T(h,C)
switching system.) Thus the propagation delay constitutes only a very small fraction (a = 0.005) of the
In fact if we merged Nsuch groups, then theoverall delay
transmission time of a packet. On the other hand, in a
will drop by a (sharing) factorof N [3]. Again we see the
is more often on the order
satellite environment, this ratio
remarkable advantages of resource sharing. The princifrom 10 to 30; for example, a geostationary satellite introple here is that serving a large population with a large
duces a propagation delay on the order of 250-270 ms,
sharedresource
is extremely‘efficient in terms of
and for the 10 ms packet .transmission time mentioned
performance.
of propagation delay to
It is this efficiency of resource sharing that provides the above, we would then have a ratio
packet transmission time of roughly a = 25.
cost-effectiveness of packet switchingin so many of our
computer communication systems, This
is accomplished
Now how do wepulloff the “resource sharing”? An
ever-increasing numberof access schemes have recently
by assigning.networkresources(channelcapacity,
been describedin the published literature [4]
which more
storage, logical links,etc.)onademandbasis;these
resources are designed to be shared among a large pop- or less succeed at this; these
we describe shortly. Before
ulation of users and are therefore endowedwith a large
doing so, however, let us discuss the price one must
pay
capacity for serving these users.
It is precisely when large for sharing a communication channel in such a distribpopulations share large-capacity resources that
we enjoy
uted environment.
the performance efficiencies of resource sharing.

THE UNAVOIDABLE PRICE
MULTIACCESS BROADCAST CHANNELS

As with most contention systems, two factors contribLet us now characterize the satellite and ground radio ute to a degradation in performance: first, there are the
usual queueing effects due to the random nature of the
switching systems which we introducedearlier.Such
message generation process; second, there
is the cost
channels may bedescribed as multiaccess broadcast
channels in a distributedenuironment. Indeed, the object due to the fact that our message sources are geographically distributed. If all the terminals were collocated (i.e.,
is to properly share thispreciouscommunications
coordination among them was free and instantaneous)
’ resource among a collection of user terminals where the
resource is to be used to provide communications among then we could form a common queue of the generated
messagepacketsandachievetheoptimumdelaythe users. From the previous section
we recognize thatif
throughput profile, namely, that of the M/D/l queueing
the users are bursty, then we should not partition the
is
channel into small pieces (each such piece assigned to a system [ 11described later. Unfortunately, coordination
not free and we must expend some effort in organizing
fraction of the user population), but rather, we should
our many terminals which are distributed and
which indelook for waysto share the
full channel amongall users on
we
a demand basis.Immediately we can separate two cases: pendentlygeneratemessages.Thetotalcapacity
have available is fixed and we are faced with controlling
the first case is that in which all users are within radio
access to this channel from these distributed message
range andline-of-sightof each other (we speak
of this as a
sources in which the control information must pass over
one-hop system); the second case
is where not all users
the same channel which is being controlled (or over a
are within range and sight
of each other(in which case we
subchannel which is derived from the data channel).
have a multihop environment). The adjective multiacWe have a spectrum of choices for introducing this
cess refers to-the fact that themany users are trying to
control, rangingfrom no controlat all to dynamic control,
share the channel simultaneously in some cooperative
and finally to extremely tight static control. For example,
fashion. The adjective broadcast refers to the fact that
we could allow the terminals to access the channel
using
each channel can hear the transmission from
many or all
PURE (i.e., unslotted) ALOHA in which a terminal transother terminals.
mits a packet as soon itasis generated hoping that it will
The important characteristic
is described by the adjective distributed, which refers to the fact that our terminals not collide with any other packet transmission;if there is
a collision, then all packets involved in that collision are
are geographically distributedin a way which makes con“destroyed” and must
be retransmitted later at some rantrolling their behavior an issue of importance. The key
domly chosen
time.
This
uncontrolled
scheme
is
parameter describing this notion
of distributed sourcesis
extremely simple, involves no control function or hardusually taken to be the ratio a of the propagation delay
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PURE (UNSLOTTED) ALOHA [6]:A newly generware, but extractsa price fromthe systemin the form of
ated packet will be transmitted by its terminal at the
wasted channel capacity due to collisions. At the other
instant of its generation; collided packets destroy each
extreme, we could have a verytight fixed controlas for
other and must be retransmitted.
example in FDMA or TDMA (see next section) where
SLOTTED ALOHA [2], [7]:Thesame as PURE
each terminal is ,permanentlyassigned a subchannel
ALOHA except that new packettransmissionsmust
derived from the original channel. Such a fixed control
begin at the next slot point, where time is slotted into
scheme certainly avoids any collisions, but is inefficient
lengths equal to a packet transmission time.
for two reasons:first, because terminals tendto be bursty
sourcesandthereforemuch
of their
permanently
CSMA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access) [2],[8]:The
same as PURE ALOHA except that a terminal senses
assigned ,capacitywill be wasted dueto their high peak(listens to) the channel and can hear the carrierof any
to-average ratio; and second, the response
time will be far
a
is
other terminal’s transmission; if such carrier
worse in this channelized case due to thescaling effect
detected, then the terminalrefrains from transmitting
which is especially apparent in FDMA (see the second
and follows one of manydefinedprotocols
for later
section). A dynamic controlscheme suchas reservationTDMA, or Roberts’ reservation scheme[5]makes useof
attempts.
POLLING [9]:A central controller sends a “polling
a reservation subchannel throughwhich terminals place
message” to each terminal in turn; when a’terminal is
requests for reserved space on the data channel;
this systempermitsdynamicallocation
of’channelcapacity
polled, it empties all of its data before indicating its empty
according to a terminal’s demand, but requires overhead buffer condition whereupon the nextterminal is polled in
in order to set up these reservations.
.
sequence.
Thus we see that the issue of allocating capacity in a
FDMA (Frequency-Division Multiple.Access) [9]:The
bandwidth of the channel is divided into M equal subdistributed environment is a serious one. In one form or
channels, each reserved for one of the M terminals.
anothernature will extracther price!Thisprice
will
appear in the form of collisions due to poor or no control, TDMA(Time-DivisionMultiple Access) [9]:Time is
wasted capacity due to rigid fixed control, or overhead
slotted and aperiodic sequence of the M integers is
defined such that when
a terminal’s number is assigned to
due to dynamic control. These comments are summaa slot, then that terminal (and only that terminal) may
rized in Table I1 below.
transmit in that slot; typically each terminal is given one
out of every M slots.
TABLE I1
MSAP (Mini-SlottedAlternating
Priority) [lo.]: A
The Price for Distributed Sources
a
polling
carrier-sense version of polling whereby
Idle
sequence is defined and whena terminal’s buffer is
Collisions
Overhead
Capacity
empty, it simply refrains from transmitting; after a time
Yes No Control
No
No
interval equalto thepropagation delay,the nextterminal
(e.g.,ALOHA)
in sequence senses the channel
idle and proceedswit.h its
transmission, etc. (This is also known as hub go-ahead
Static Control
No
Yes
No
(e.g., FDMA)
polling.)
RANDOM URN SCHEME 1111: An optimal distrib-.
Dynamic Control
No
No
Yes
uted
control adaptivescheme in which a fraction N/M of
(e.g., Reservation Systems)
the terminals is given permission to transmit (and each
will do so if it has anything to transmit). M is the total
number of terminals andN is the number (assumed to be
In general, as the number of terminals grows, and as
known) that wish to transmit.
the geographical separation grows, then also grows the
M/D/l [I]: The classicfirst-come-first-serve singleprice we pay for distribution.
server queueing system’with Poisson-distributed arrivals
and constant servicetime equal to a packet transmission
A FAMILY OF MULTIACCESS METHODS [4]
time. This is an.ideal systemwhich neglects the fact that
the terminals are geographically separated.
Multiaccess methods for distributed computer communication systems have recently been evaluated.
In this
In Fig. 2, we plot the mean response time of the system
section we describe a variety of these suitable for one(the time from whenthe packet wants’to transmit
until it
hop systems.It is perhaps best to think
of all terminals as
transmittingfixed-length packetsto a centralstation
is correctly received at the destination) as a function of
the channel loadp , for a number of these schemes. This
which is the destination for these transmissions (this is
figure is for the caseof M = 100 terminals and shows the
not a necessary assumption since point-to-point comrelative performance of the various access schemes. We
munication also fits this model).
We now consider nine random multiaccess broadcast
note, for example, thatPURE ALOHA gives the best performance at extremely small .loads whereas the MSAP
schemes,and for each we give a referenceandan
scheme seems give
to the best performance high
at loads
extremely concise definition:
January 1979
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The M/D/1 Queue
The shoeshine boy above illustrates the simplest kind of waiting-line situation, the
M/D/1 queue. This queueing system hasPoisson-distributed arrivals at a rate
A customers
per second with a constant service time of x seconds. With the Poisson distribution, the
probability of k arrivals in a time interval t seconds is given by

P(k,t) = e-At(At)k/k!
for k=0,1,2, -

-

*

. The average response time T (waiting time plus service time) is [l]:
T=

Ax212
1 -Ax

+ x.

Therefore, for customers arriving for a shine at an averagerate of one every 10 min, and a
service time of 6 min a shine,on theaverage a customer can expect to spend
total aof 10.5
min at the shoeshine stand.. In the packet network application, A is messages per second
and x is equal to a packet transmission time.

(excluding the ideal scheme M/D/l). Indeeda welldesigned static control system such as TDMA will also
perform very well at high loads. What is important is to
find a scheme which adapts its behavior between that
of
an ALOHA-like scheme at light loads to a static control
scheme‘at heavy loads. Such schemes arebeginning to
appear in the literature and an example
of one is the URN
scheme described above. Another example
is a scheme
known as ScheduledRetransmissionUpon
Collision
(SRUC) which was recently described in [12].
The performance profiles shown in Fig. 2 represent
some of the better known access schemes currently
available. Many more are being studied and will soon be
available in the literature. Again, the idea is to create
access schemes which perform well in this multiaccess
32

broadcastdistributedenvironment.
To perform well
means tofind an efficient way to share the common channel capacity.

APPLICATIONS AND THE FUTURE
Two applications we have mentioned are: wideband
satellite systems with an enormous propagation delay
and ground radio systemswith a tiny propagation delay.
It is worthwhile observing that the Advanced Research
Projects Agency (ARPA) has been conducting experiments for both of these systems. The firsf is an experimental satellite network which currently connects three
countries across theAtlantic [ 131; the measurement and
implementation results from this system have been quite
IEEE Communications Magazine

but ratheron a coaxial cable-.orother wire-com.municationmedia.Indeed
theentire
technology of
loop and ring structures hasrecently taken advantageof
these access schemes. For example, consider the
of case
a data communication busto which areattached a
number of devices (e.g., a CPU, a disk, drum,
a
terminals,
minicomputers, etc.). Until recently,contention
for
access tothis bus hadusually been resolved by a central
controller. Clearly, any of the access schemeswhich we
described in the previous section also
lend themselves for
application to this wire-communication bus. Indeed we
are already seeingproducts based upon
this ideain which
demand access and random access are used togovern
the use of a communication bus; a prime example
of this
is the ETHERNET [ 151developed by Xerox. Here,a 1km
coaxial cable is being used to connect up to256 devices
which transmit data at 3 Mbits/s, using a variation of
CSMA. The variation is simply that a devicecannot only
listen before it transmits, but it can also listen while it is
transmitting; this permits it to detect collisions and then
4
Fig. 2. Delay-throughput profile formultiaccessbroadcast
to abort its own transmission in the event of a collision,
schemes (100 terminals). The parametera is theratio of propagathereby saving considerable wasted
time on the channel.
tion delay to packet transmission time.
The early indications are that such a scheme works
extremely well and we can look forward to many more
applications ofpacket radio access schemes wire
to comencouraging and indicate that satellite packet switching is
munications. .For example, there is no reason why all
a cost-effective and viable technology. Also, ARPA is
future aircraft and naval vessels should not be
wired up in
conducting an experiment in the Palo Alto, CA areafor a
such a fashion. Furthermore, all office buildings could
groundradiopacket-switchingenvironment
including
have a common pipe running throughout the building,
mobile terminals [14]. Here too the early measurements
attached to which are all terminals requiring access to
indicate that the system is feasible and effective.
each other and to a centralized computer located perIt is fair to say thatradio packet switchingis
a new techhaps in the basement. Indeed, not
only in-building but innology about to explode in the applications area. The
plant
communication
should
be
run
this
way among a
satellite application deep in the backboneof our compunumber of buildings at a given site. The applications here
ter networks is clear and needs no further justification.
are unlimited and in fact, onemay expect tosee the appliAccess for local terminals has been a long outstanding
cations to wire-based communications appearingon the
problem to teleprocessing system designers in that the
market before the radio schemes are available.
cost of the local access portion of the network has been
The key to the success in all these developments is
far too high relative to the rest
of the communicationsysresources
tem. Radio packet switching promises to reduce that cost simply that largepopulationssharinglarge
provide enormous efficiencies in performance and are to
significantly, and we can expect to see such systems
be incorporated whenever possible. The analytic and
available in the near future; an interesting example is
Xerox’s proposed XTEN network. Indeed the ground ra- design problemswhich remain in studying single-hopand
multihop schemes continue to occupy the analysts and
dio applications include such things as communications
designers in computer communications. The applicaamong moving vehicles(taxicabs, police cars, ambutions have not, should not, andwill not wait for analytic
lances, private fleets), communications among aircraft,
results as long as a cost and performance savings can
and indeed communications among any mobile units or
be demonstrated. We can expect much future work in
any widely distributed unitsin a sparse environment.We
this area, both in analysis as well as in development.
may even see the use of radio packet broadcasting ona
tiny scale down attheintegratedchip
level if costeffective lasers can be . implemented on a chip; laser
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Call for Papers
Special Issue on Military Communications
IEEE.Transactions on Communications
The IEEE Communictions Societyis planning a Special
Issue of the TRANSACTIONS
dedicated to Military Communications Systems to be published in Fall 1980. The
issue will contain invited papers on:
Strategic, Tactical, and Base Communications
Systems
NATO Communications Systems
Specific Communications, such as AUTOVON,
AUTODIN, JTIDS, etc.
Future Concepts
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papers concerned with:
Transmission
Switching
Terminals
Control
Security
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